Bella+Canvas 3200
Short description:

Classic baseball style tee with contrast coloured raglan sleeves and
neck trim.

Long description:

Create fashionable designs with this retro design baseball t-shirt. This
baseball style tee has a crew neck with contrast coloured three
quarter length raglan sleeves and neck trim. It’s manufactured with
side seam construction to help the t-shirt retain its shape.
The lightweight, comfortable material is made from a super soft blend
of airlume combed and ring-spun cotton mixed with polyester. The
tight knit surface of the fabric makes it an excellent base for direct to
garment print on demand. This creates smooth, long lasting prints
with vibrant colour.
Available in 10 stunning colour combinations and a range of sizes to
give the ultimate flexibility for your apparel designs.

Features:

- Retail fit and unisex sizing
- Contrast raglan sleeves and neck trim
- Tight-knit surface
- Side seams
- Three quarter length sleeves
- Crewneck

Wholesale price:

From £8.70

Manufacturing time:

48-72h

Manufacturing locations:
Sizes:

US

AU

XS (US only), S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Eco properties:
Water-based inks

Neo-pigment inks

Local fulfilment

Printing method:

Direct to garment

Image requirements:

png, 300dpi recommended
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Colours:

●○ Black / White
○● White / Blue
○● White / Black
○● White / Navy
○● White / True Royal

○● White / Asphalt
○● White / Green
○● White / Evergreen
○● White / Neon pink
○● White / red

Not all colours available from all locations.
Care instructions:

Machine wash at a low heat.
Wash garments inside-out, with similar colours.
Avoid using bleach. Use non-chlorine bleach if necessary.
Do not use fabric softeners.
Tumble dry on a low cycle. Hang-dry for longer life.
Cool iron inside-out. Do not iron directly on the print.
Do not dry clean.

Packaging:

All shipments are white-label, with no Prodigi branding on the outer
packaging or on any included paperwork.
- Tough, tear-resistant, mailing bags featuring bubble-interior for
added protection.
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